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Persona 4 strength social link

Returning to the main social link hub &gt;&gt;*Values highlighted in red are the best choices. * All values with a personality of the same argana in your possession. Available days: Monday on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday rainy days O O O rank 2 1 earned. +0 (even understand) why should I do? +0 response 2 thanks for help. +2 I didn't ask you to do it. +0 rank 3 no
thought required rank 4 response 1 right in. +2 That's not true... +0 finish showing off. +0 rank 5 response 1 thanks, guys... +2 I just get warm up. +3 rank 6 reply 1 no problem. +2 anything for you guys. +3 (understand 4 required) is as long as it's not a hassle... +0 rank 7 response 1 if you say so. +0 Ok, I'll wait. +0 response 2 looks good. +3 I handled the last time. +0 reply can be
3... +3 Maybe not... +0 What are we talking about? +0 response 4 we have a problem. +3 It's daisuke's problem. +0 reply 5 count me in. +3 Count me out. +0 rank 8 response 1 stop +3 stay calm and watch +0 provoke them +0 reply 2 yes we do! +0...... +0 Reply 3 This is his charm. +3 Do you think? +0 Rank 9 can be reply 1. +3 doubt it. +0 I don't know. +3 MAX order does not
think required &lt;&lt; return to the main social link hub &gt;&gt;* Distinctive values in red are the best choices. * All values are with the same personality of Arcana in your possession. Available days: Monday on Wednesday, Friday, Saturday rainy days O O O Rank 2 response 1 Aiya. +3 June. +3 Let's go home. +2 Reply 2 I'm jealous. +2 unhappy with it? +0 sounds like pain... +0
response 3 definitely. +2 That's fine. +2 Rank 3 Reply 1 What do you mean? +0 Just tell me how. +3 Reply 2 that sucks. +0 But it's just a sport... +2 I can see it. +2 Response 3 is easier than doing. +0 Leave it to me. +3 What can I do? +2 rank 4 reply 1 is hard to imagine. +2 I can see it. +2 Reply 2 That's good for you. +2 cheer, man. +3...... +0 rank 5 response 1 I've had over for
hours. +0 You've got some nerve... +3 something wrong? +2 Reply 2 Get A Grip, Man. +0 you just need to rest. +2 Let's go do something fun. +3 rank 6 reply 1 you could say it... +0 it's something else. +0 Reply 2 You are right. +3 real game? Impossible... +2 We Must Save (Ko) +2 Reply 3 You Are Totally Strategic. +2 Isn't that blackmail...? +2 What about yourself? +2 rank 7
reply 1 you think a lot. +0 Did they say anything? +0 Reply 2 Why? +0 Planning to escape? +0 Reply 3 Once you know? +0 are you going to meet them? +0 I'll go with you. +0 Rank 8 Reply 1 about what? +0 Let's catch up with it. +3 Reply 2 Are You Ok? +3 Find anything? +3 Reply 3 This is not true. +0 What do you mean? +0 Rank 9 Reply 1 Will you work to leave? +0 What do
you mean? +0 Do not jump to conclusions. +3 Reply Have they been stored well? +0 The message has been switched? +0 has been written recently? +3 Reply 3 by no means. +0 I prefer to get home. +0 Rank Max Reply 1 Isn't that a little? +0 You can do it, man. +0 Response 2 return it to Kou +0 accept it +0 this article about Arkana. For the shadow, see the power of Arcana.
Arkana Force (剛毅, Goki)? Or ⼒, Chikara? Arcana is a frequent in the Persona series. Arkana's [editing] overview is the way in which all... Only by force can one endure suffering and suffering. Portrayed as a young woman carrying a terrifying monster (often a lion), the force of Argana symbolizes images behind the beast and beauty, and is associated with morality about the
stronger power of self-control, gentleness, courage and virtue over brute force. In tarot readings, it can also represent the creative or physical energy that needs to be or is about to be unleashed, sometimes from the desire to be recognized. It is also called a stability card on some floors, giving more meaning revolves around courage. Playwise, the Personas of Argana Force are
usually Personas excel in physical qualities. The models embodied by the power of Argana Personas are warrior characters and heroes, or characters that embody the power of the body or character. One commonality between argana power figures is their power from the heart. Power characters are not easily disturbed and usually depict the stability that the power card
represents in readings. Appearances [Editing Source] List of Characters [Editing ] Argana Force in Persona 1 and Character 2 Contains Personas All of Dragon Species, mostly from Snake Racing. The other arcana shares this characteristic of the global argana. Megami Ibunroku Persona [Editing | 1 Culebre 29 Taksaka 43 Vritra 56 Eternal Punishment [edit | Edit] Persona 3[edit |
Edit] Represents the strength of Argana social link Yoko Nishiwaki, director of the team of the sports club of the protagonist. The social connection can begin after the protagonist attends the chosen gym (between Kindu and the track and swimming team) twice, where Yoko invites the protagonist to a café after their exercise. Arcana's power power even every time the protagonist
interacts with Yoko, helping her understand her dreams and career in the future. Upon completion of the social bond, Yoko will give the protagonist a message of thanks to the children who have trained, and give the final form of the Argana Force, Siegfried, the bearer of victory. The Arana Force is also the arcana figure of Coromaro, a member of SEES. FES [Editing | Source
Edit] Remains A Relatively Arcana Force As Persona 3, however, an exclusive character, Rakhasa was added in the Argana Force Repertoire. Portable [editing | editing source] If the female protagonist is chosen, the social link will be represented by Coromaro. Persona 4 [Editing] Editing Source] Started the Argana Social Force Link after the protagonist chooses to join one of the
school's sports clubs. A player can choose between a basketball team led by Ko Itcheko, or a football team led by Daisuke Nagassi. If the protagonist chooses to join the basketball team, it helps Ko understand his worries and woes of being an adopted son to his family. On the other hand, if the protagonist chooses to join the football team, the protagonist helps Daisuke
understand his mixed feelings and dissatisfaction with the girls. In both cases, the protagonist interacts with both Ko and Daisuke during the events of Argana Force. Completing Arcana's social bonding power gives the protagonist with the final form of Argana's power, Zaou-Gongen, the one who demands surrender. Character X: The Shadow of the Maze [Editing Source]
Character 5 [Editing ] Editing Source] Argana's Power is represented by confidants with Caroline and Justin, who arranges as the protagonist completes their request to merge a specific character with a specific skill. This confidant opens fusion for more than 2 Personas, securing and the ability to integrate Personas with a higher level of protagonist as they are in their ranks. As
confidantsimply requires access to the velvet room, he is the only confidant who can be ranked up on December 24 by a foolish confidant of arcana confidant who automatically advances along with the story. However, it can no longer be classified after the protagonist is forced within the world of Qliphoth, where confidants can not be classified with Lavinza but only with the twins
that appeared from them. The completion of the close argana force will also give the final form of Arkana, Zhao Gongen. Royal [editing] at Persona 5 Royal, Arkana's strength was dramatically changed with the removal of Kochi Mitama to Consultant Arkana, who was replaced by Chiisa from the Arcana wagon, adding Kimera and replacing Siegfried with Hanuman from Star
Arkana. Persona Q2: New Cinema Maze [Editing | - Editing Source] Devils List [Editing Source] Persona 2[Edit] Innocent Sin[edit | Source Edit] Persona Level Apep 9 Kiyohime 17 Culebre 29 Python 3 5 Taksaka 43 Fafnir 52 Eternal Punishment [Editing Source] List of Shadows [Editing ] Source Editing] Personal Level Source Basalt 45 Metal Guru 89 Characters [Editing Source]
Card Designs [Editing Source] Points Needed for UPRank Rank 1 : 0Arak 2: 0Arak3: 6Arak4: 6Arak5: 6Arak 6: 4 Arak 7: 0 Arak 8: 5Arak 9: 7Arak 10: 6Arak Level 1 to 2                 Points required: 0Kou: O main character, any or June? You decide.                                           W / O W1. Aiya?     +32. June +3 +33. Let's go home?     +2k: Well, I love some sweets...                           
               W / O W1. I'm jealous +1 +22. I'm not happy about that?                      - -3. Sounds like pain... - Ko: You love sweets, the main character? Do you want me to get you some, too?                                            W / O W1. Sure.                                    +1 +22. That's okay.                             +1 +2points 2 to 3 points required: 6Daisuke: ... I want you to help him out W/O W1.
What do you mean?                         - -2. Just tell me how.                        +3 +3Daisuke: It calls it barbarous W/O W1. That's a filter. But it's just a sport... +1 +23. I can see that.                         +1 +2Daisuke: So... I want you to help him out W/O W1. It's easy to talk.                   ?      ?2. Leave it to me +3+33. What can I do?                          +2 +2Rated level 3 to 4 required points:
6Kou: Just the other day you greet people at one of those high community gatherings. Can you imagine? I'm in one of those things?                                            W / O W1. It's hard to imagine that +1 +22. I can see that.                          +1 +2Kou tries to look cheerful...                                            W / O W1. That's good for you +1 +22. Cheer up, man. ...... - - Level of ranking 4 to 5
required points: 6aco: Hey. Barakatev, already?                                           W / O W1. It More for hours.                - -2. You have some nerves... +3 +33. Something's wrong?                        +2 +2Kou: But to me, I feel like I sank into the bottom of the Ocean W/O W1. Get a grip, man.                        - -2. You just need to rest +2 +23. Let's go do something fun +2 +3Ranking level 5 to
6 points required: 4Daisuke: Hey, main character, what's his problem? Is he sick or something?                                           W / O W1. You can say that.                                            W / O W1. You're okay.                            +3 +32. A real game? Impossible...?     +23. We must save (ko) +2 +2Daisuke: I got some dirt on a bunch of other players too, so we should have no problem
getting the whole team together.                                            W / O W1. You're totally strategic.        +2 +2 2. Isn't that blackmail?                 +2 +23. What about yourself?                     +2 +2See level 6 to 7 required points: 0Kou: Should I just leave?                                            W / O W1. You're thinking a lot. Did they say anything?                    - Ko: Yes, orphanage.                           
                 W / O W1. What for?                                  - -2. Are you planning on running?                      - Ko: I was thinking maybe I was asking about my real parents.                                             W / O W1. And once you know?                         - -2. Are you going to meet them?                    - -3. I'll go with you.                          - - Ranking level 7 to 8 required points: 5Daisuke: I'm
kinda worried...                                            W / O W1. About what?                               - -2. Let's catch him +3+3K: What are you doing here?                                           W / O W1. Are you okay?                              +3 +32. Did you find anything?                        +3 +3Kou: I don't have anyone...                                             W / O W1. That's not true.                          - - Ranking level 8
to 9 required points: 7ko: Now That I don't have to wear this mask anymore... I think it's time to step off the stage.                                             W / O W1. Are you leaving?                        - -2. What do you mean?                          - -3 Do not jump to conclusions.                +2 +3K: ... What do you see?                                            W / O W1. Have they been stored well?                       -
-2. The message's been switched?                   ?      ?3. He wrote recently?                 +2 +3K: How does a fit for you? Do you want to go for a dive?                                             W / O W1. There's no way.                                    - -2. It is better to go home - - - ranking level 9 to 10 required points: 6ko: study, lessons, all that crap... I think I'll keep doing everything W/O W1. Isn't that
too much?                    - -2. You can do that, man.                        - Daisuke: D-Dodd... We can't take this W/O W1. Bring him back to Ko. Accept.                                 -      - -      -
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